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OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Controlled Pollination 
Progeny Test 
Plantation AC-4 
1955 by PH, HK N 
1959 
c.7' X 10 1 \ complete randomization Apple Creek State Hospital, 
Apple Creek, Ohio 
Key (all parent trees were roadside 
733 trees at O.A.R.D.C., across 
769 from present Service Building) 
921 
925 921 
921 921 Progeny Female Male 
929 739 Accession Parent Parent 
927 ·Number Number Number 
921 925 
921 733 358 X 356 
927 738 735 356 X open 
921 769 ~- 736 358 X 358 
737 921 ':737 358 X 362 
733 921 738 358 X open 
·930 921 739 358 X unpollinated 
927 926 769 359 X 356 
927 922 770 359 X 362 
927 925 921 359 X open 
921 927 -,- 922 360 X unpo 11 ina ted 
927 733 923 360 X 356 
922 927 924 360 X open 
923 925 362 X open 
925 739 926 362 X unpollinated 
7_38 737 927 368 X open 
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OIRONOLOGICAL NOIES AC-4 
1. Sugar tests - 3-20-62 ( % X 10) 
2. Sugar tests - 3-26-62 {% X 10) 
3. Sugar tests - 3-27-62 ( % X 10) 
4. Sugar tests - 3-28-62 ( % X 10) 
s. Sugar tests - 12-18-63 (% X 10) 
6. Sugar tests - 3-16-64 ( % X 10) G1e ~ ( 'l"r<&"' s~ e&) 
7. Sugar tests - 3-23-64 (% X 10) 
8. Sugar tests - 3- 1-65 (% X 10) a. °t ~ 9· 
9 ! Sum or perc entage contents ox sugar ( times 10) £or sap 
collections rrom 3-20-62 to 3-1-65. 
10. Mean (times 100) £or percentage contents or sugar £or sap 
collections rrom 3-20-62 to 3-1-65. 
11. Sugar tests - 3-28-65 (tests close to the ground) ( % X 10) 
~ 12. Sugar tests 3-31-65 (low) (% X 10) -
13. Sugar tests - 3-31-65 (high) (% X 10) 
14. Sugar tests - 4- 5-66 (% X 10) 
\ 15. Sugar tests - 3-1&2-66 {% X 10) 
16. Sugar tests - 3- 4-66 (% X 10) 
; ~.., 
~ 
17. Sugar tests - 3-10-66 {% X 10) A 9'-t' j () I f 
18. Stage of l e af ing out 4/2 6/ 68 l= d orm~ nt , 6= fu ll lea f 
19. Sugar tes ts - 3 -5-69 {% X 10) [{q'{ . i) 3-
20 . Sugar tests - 3-1-7 3 (% X 10) Ci\ -{ ·1r 
CHRONOLOGICAL NOTES AC-4 (0+2) 
21. Sugar tests - 3-8-77 ( % X 10) A y< 2- ( 
22. Sum of columns 9-17 & 19-21 c ~ '(C.-(>r+ 10) 
2 3. Mean of columns 9-17 & 19-21 l ~')(_C..-(>f-t 10) 
24. Sugar tests 3-8-79 (% x 10), on all trees 
remaining after 1977 thinning 
25. Sugar tests- 3/15/84 (% x 10), on all trees remaining A1~.v after 1977 and 1979 thinnings and any subsequent mortality. 
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Fertilized Spring, 1961 
Fertilized May, 1962 
Fertilized Spring, 1964 
Pruned December, 1965 
{o+2) 
7. Fertilized Spring, 1967 
8 . Pruned November, 1967 
9 . Fertilized {Ammonium nitrate) 3/4/68 
10 . Sprayed (2 lbs atrazine + 2 lbs simazine/A) 
6/ 28/68 






Thinned Mar. 14-18, 1977 , r.e rnoving all t r ees 
averaging 2.60 and under in col. 23 
(Except Rl, C 43) 
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Apple Creek State Hospital, 
Apple Creek, Ohio 
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Key {all parent trees were roadside 
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Sugar Maple Controlled Pollination 
Progeny Test ( Co/ t.<.J'Yt 11 2.1,) 
April, 1955 by PH, HK 
Nov., 1959 
C.7 1 X 10' 
Plantation AC-4 
complete randomization 
Apple Creek State Hospital, 




Key {all parent trees were roadside 
trees at O.A.R.D.C., across @ ; 
from present Service Building) 
~ 
~ 
921 921 Progeny Female Male 
929 ~ Accession Parent Parent 
927 Number Number Number 
921 925 
921 733 358 X 356 
927 735 356 X open 
736 358 X 358 
737 358 X 362 
738 358 X open 
739 358 X unpollinated 
769 359 X 356 
927 770 359 X 362 
921 359 X open 
922 360 X unpollinated 
923 360 X 356 
924 360 X open 
925 362 X open 
926 362 X unpollinated 
927 368 X open 
929 368 X 356 
921 
930 360 X 360 
@)-, 
925 
27 ~ 930 
'3(! 3 .7 3~ ,.a@) JJ 
3r ~ 737 
32 733 925 
53 769 738 
i~ 1 ~· 
s~ @' 
36 927 930 
'3 / 927 921 
3'6 921 
s<, 733 
40 925 i , "· 
~' 921 769 925 
"1-? ~ (924) 733 
413 (. 733 3,1?~ 921 
44 925 925 927 HBK & CRB 
'f5 769 770 4-5-65 
Tt, BLE j_ Ac-4 
May 8, 1984 
Notes on Problem Analysis for Genetic Improvement of Sap-sugar 
Concentration in Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), 
Project NE-1401. 
The following notes are items which Ron Wilkinson and I 
discussed to some extent, and which are mentioned in relation 
to the problem analysis. 
1. Discussions with Ron and my own experience with progeny-
testing of sugar maple for sap sweetn e ss lead me to believe 
that the main r eason for the negative results listed on 
page 4 is the failure to thin the progeny tests during the 
past 2\ decades, leading to competition and inhibition of 
crown development. In our experiments, full expression 
of crown phenotype at every age has been essential to 
expression of sap-sugar genotype. Thinning in our open-
pollinated progeny test of Williamstown families, where 
family differences were barely significant at a 5' x 10' 
spacing after 20 years, led to large increases in sap 
sugar content during the subsequent 5 year period and 
still larger after 7 years. There was a tremendous in-
crease in crown development. In the progeny tests at 
Proctor and Hopkins, it would appear best to thin within 
families first, if possible, because of the family x plan-
tation interactions, then to test for 2 or 3 years before 
thinning by families. It should be noted that there are 
some families, e.g. 575 and 576, which are low performers 
in bo t h plantations. These two families are also low 
performers in both our clonal see d orchard and O.P. progeny 
test, an d their female parents/ortets are also b e low aver-
age, at least among our ortets. They certainly could be 
removed at this time, or soon. We removed 575 from o u r 
seed orchard in 1979. 
It should also be noted that some of our high-ranking 
families also rank high in your tests (583 in both of your 
tests, 640 and 545 in one or the other of them. This simi-
larity of results between Ohio and New England plantations 
indicates that heritability differences are showing up, 
broad-sense as well as narrow-sense. I think that a few 
years after thinning, you will begin to see fairly large 
family differences in sap-sugar and that many of the nega-
tive results listed on page 4 will disappear. 
2. A second reason for my considering the conclusi ons on p age 4 
a s premature and overly pessimistic is the testing procedure, 
which is proposed to be tackled by more intensive s ampling . 
Although you have as many test s on which to base results 
as we do, there seems to be somewhat less consistency from 






to do with the testing technique. Certainly it doesn't seem 
to be the location, since Fred Taylor got pretty consistent 
individual tree results in Vermont 30 years ago. There may 
be some things about Bill Gabriel's mini-tapping procedure 
which lead to variability (Ron mentioned the diameter effect, 
for one). Testing based on sampling of total sap yield, as 
is being attempted, should be the best way if the manpower 
is available. 
Going through a sexual generation of breeding takes a long 
time. Improved stock has then to be grown for 25-30 years 
before ·it can be tapped. This means several decades, 50 
years or more here in Ohio, before the research pays off in 
improved production. For this reason, I think it is impera-
tive to give first priority to utilizing mater i al already 
on hand as soon as possible for supplying genetically-
improved seed to nurseries. There is pretty good evidence 
of high heritability, though rather i mprecise. We here also 
have evidence, also imprecise, of specific combining ability. 
For these reasons, collection and distribution of seed from 
your grafted clone bank (eliminating any known low-performing 
clones) should be a means of getting i mproved t r ees out right 
away. If I understood Ron correctly, this is already being 
done (or is it from the progeny tests?). After the progeny 
tests have been thinned and tests made after crowns develop, 
families can be rogued and conversion made to a seed orchard 
if more consistent test results are obtained. 
The four tests established in 1983-84 will, hopefully, even-
tually provide a greater genetic gain from collected seed 
than the earlier plantings (the word eventually is significant 
and this is why utilization of the older tests is important). 
Making a lot of tests or continuous testing in one year will 
not completely eliminate the need for testing more than one 
year, because sugar maple producers who tap a wh ole season 
get more (and sweeter, I believe) sap one year than another 
year. It will help, though, and I agree with Ron on his 
approach to testing. 
After the initial efforts to get existing plantations and 
clone ba.D.ks into u s e as mentioned above, the longer-te.rm 
tests are i mportant to an ongoing i mprovement program. I 
think the approaches outlined in the problem analysis are 
sound and that Ron has them well in mind. I hope it is clear 
from our results here and from yours in O.P. f ami l ies when 
comp a red with ours, that (a) open-pollina ted progeny testing 
and either collecting from the selected parents or see d 
orchard conversion appears to be more promising than the pr oblem 
2 
analysis indicates; (b) clonal testing, even with unselected 
rootstocks, can give good information on or t et quality (give 
them room, and I think the cro\m effect wi l l outweigh the 
rootstock effect, averaged over all rarnets); (c) specific 
combining ability looks especially promising. I had, in 
fact, proposed to undertake controlled crossing in progeny 
test plantations 15 years ago (USDA, USFS Res. Pap W0-7, 
p. 14) as the test way to maximize gain, but had to cut back 
on field work and never got to it. 
Enough. Maybe too mu ch! 
3 





• :; ~ Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 
USFS NEFES 
Burlington Research Center 
Box 968 
Federal Building 
Burlington, Vermont 05402 
Dear Bill: 
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691 
TELEPHONE (216) 264-1021 
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY 
November 7, 1977 
Corrected Address 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 
Northeastern Fon:st Experiment Station 
P. O. Box 968, 705 Spear Street 
Burlington, Vermont 05401 
(This address used on envelope) 
This is in reply to your letter about the sugar maple program and the 
questions you asked. 
First, a correction on your quote of the news release. It does not 
say that the selection program resulted in 30 of the best sugar maples 
in the northeast. It says branch cuttings and open-pollinated seeds 
were collected from about 30 of the best sugar maples in the northeast 
for which long-term records were available. I believe this to be true. 
Having at that time recently been in New Hampshire, I knew the work 
and the selections of Dunn and Eggert and was in communication with 
Fred Taylor, Jim Marvin and Bob Morrow, as well as Frank Cunningham. 
The long-term records that these people had kept provided a basis for 
phenotypic selection. We had also had a maple syrup research project 
going here for several years before I arrived, and fairly extensive 
records were available for sugar bushes in various parts of northeastern 
Ohio, the major syrup-producing part of the state. Stevenson and Bartoo 
had also been making studies in Pennsylvania. 
This, therefore, is the selection program that led to procurement of 
cuttings and seed for the program here. Ideally, it would have been 
better had plantations been available for selection, but they were 
rare. In any case, some degree of consistency had been observed in 
relative position of trees in rankings, as Fred Taylor and others 
noted. It seemed worth a gamble to select high-ranking trees in the 
wild, since a difference of so many years of program development was 
involved. So we did. 
., 
e 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 2 November 7, 1977 
It is indeed difficult to appraise results in a maple syrup improvement 
program. It is certainly not like measuring height or DBH. We have 
found variation from tree to tree, ramet to ramet, minute to minute, 
hour to hour, day to day, week to week, year to year. 
The fact that seedlings and small saplings often don't flow when large 
trees are running has made measurement during the first ten years 
difficult, irregular and, in our case, not easily subject to statis-
tical analysis, because tree A will flow one time when tree B doesn't, 
and vice versa. The only thing that seems to give consistency is a 
lot of measurements on each tree, over a period of several years. Our 
results generally agree with Fred Taylor's for large trees with regard 
to relative ranking; it will vary some from year to year. But our 
three or four best Ohio roadside trees out of about 20 pretty consist.,... 
ently remained the three best from year to year and the lowest were 
also pretty consistent. Intermediate ones fluctuated quite a bit in 
their ranking. The ranking from day to day within years was somewhat 
more variable. 
Here are rankings of nine high, medium 1 and low roadside trees, of 
those here at the OARDC, over a 4~year period, averaging about 5 
measurements per year: 
Cumulative Mean 
Tree No. 1955 1956 195¥' 1958 Mean % 
358 1 1 1 2 1 3.9 
356 2 2 7 3 2 3.3 
354 4 3 4 6 3 3,1 
359 8 5 3 1 4 3.0 
368 3 8 2 4 5 2.8 
360 7 7 6 7 6 2,7 
366 6 4 8 5 7 2.7 
362 5 6 5 8 8 2.6 
361 9 9 9 9 1. 7 
I list these nine. because they a,re the ones we used in our 1955 
crossing experiment. 
Here are rankings of cross-pollinated progenies from these treesi as 
of March 1977: 
Cross Rank Mean% (Forest..,-type tree~) 
. ' 
358 X 356 1 2.9 
359 X 356 2 2,8 
368 X 356 3 2,7 
360 X 360 4 2.5+ 
358 X 362 5 2.5-
359 X 362 6 2.4 
358 X 358 7 2,3 
.. 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 3 November 7, 1977 
It should be noted that in our experience, 2.9% is a very high cumulative 
average for young trees growing in a stand (7' x 10' spacing). 
The results up to 1977, therefore, continue to show (as reported in 
"Genetics of Sogar Maple") that the progeny of the 2 highest-ranking 
control-pollinated families ranks highest in the progeny test, as it 
did in 1964. 
The family 358 x 356 is the one seedling progeny in the seed orchard, 
which is otherwise clonal. Under these open-grown conditions, the 
cumulative average to date for all observations on all trees in this family 
is 4.8%. This is higher than the average of any clone in the 20-year~ 
old orchard. The clone from tree 358 averages 3.2% and that from tree 
356 4.3%, so far. 
Thus family 358 x 356 averages highest in both the seed orchard and the 
control-pollinated progeny test, considerably higher than the average 
of either parent, and considerably higher than the average of either clone 
from the parents. In fact, on one mid~season test date, 5 of 9 trees of 
that family read over 6% (one 7.4%), and only one read under 4.4%. There 
were only 2 other readings of 6% or better in the orchard that day. 
Of course, the effects of rootstocks must be considered. These are un-
known (to us at least) and may have been one reason there were few such 
high readings among the grafts. If you have any results of studies on 
the effects of rootstock on graft sugar percent I'd appreciate having 
them. In comparing orchard clones, with 10 ramets per clone, we compare 
clones on the rationalization that rootstock effects will average out 
with 10 grafts per clone. We know some rootstocks tested higher than 
others before grafting. Of course the orchard was designed for seed 
production, not primarily for sugar testing. 
Although the results suggest a heterosis effect, since the progeny mean 
is substantially higher than that of either parent under open-grown 
conditions, we don't have enough data to push that hypothesis very hard. 
We don't have very many progenies in our 2-parent test, of course, but 
nevertheless these are our results, and they are certainly indicative 
of a high breeding potential , 
We also have a one-parent progeny test of 12 families from Williamstown~ 
Massachusetts roadside trees, from seed sent by Frank Cunningham. These 
are all families from high-yield trees, and there is not a wide difference 
in progeny test means so far, ranging (under stand conditions) from 2.9% 




Mr. William J. Gabriel 4 November 7, 1977 
Here is a ranking of Williamstown parents and progenies so far (20 years 
old): 
Tree Female Parent 0. P. Progeny 
No. Rank Mean % Rank Mean % 
545 4 4.7 1 2.9 
619 2 4.9 2 2.8 
583 3 4.8 3 2.7 
632 7 4.1 3 2.7 
640 10 3.8 4 2.6 
664 6 4.4 4 2.6 
572 1 5 . 3 5 2.5 
573 4 4.7 6 2.4 
624 5 4.6 7 2.4 
585 8 4.0 7 2.3 
575 9 3.9 8 2.2 
But who knows what the pollen parents were of these seedling progenies? 
About all the test shows so far is that there are significant differences 
among O.P. progenies at p = <.05. 
It would have been nice to be able to progeny-test all seed orchard clones, 
but we could not cross the ortets in situ, as in the Proctor sugar bush 
or Bob Morrow's Van Auken tree, andour grafts didn't flower early the 
way yours di d, either in the greenhouse, nursery, or field. In fact I 
guess nearly\ half the clones haven't flowered yet. 
A clonal test with rooted cuttings would have been desirable, but that 
was also impossible because rooting techniques were not worked out at 
the time. 
The full-sib progeny test of the 9 of about 20 of our roadside ortets which 
flowered in 1955 was designed as a study of sugar percent inheritance, 
involving the crossing of a number of "high","intermediate" and "low" 
average sugar content trees which produced male and/or female flowers. I 
also tested open-pollinated material from several of the trees. Results 
were a somewhat irregular design and limited number of progenies. Analysis 
by Namkoong using a least squares computer program gave a rather high 
general combining ability and a heritability around 60%. The standard 
error of this is, of course, fairly large. It does, however 1 indicate a 
pretty good breeding potential. 
Actually,, on-the-ground results are the best indication of what a sugar 
bush can yield . The one seedling family which is in both the full-sib 
progeny test and the orchard has averaged, as indicated 2.9% in the 
progeny test at close spacing with small crowns, and 4.8% in the orchard 
at wider spacing with larger crowns. Thus it is quite possible if not 
probable that some of the other full-sib families, if growing at wide 
spacing, would average over 4%. The seed orchard as a whole averages at 
present 3 . 7% on the basis of 175 sugar tests of 120 trees on 3 mid-season 
dates, 2 in 1964 and 1 in 1977. There are about 180 trees in the orchard , 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 5 November 7, 1977 
The trees are still young and the crowns still have a lot of growth ahead. 
Also, except for the one C.P. family, they are grafted on rootstocks, 
which may be depressing sugar percent, since the one seedling family is 
the highest in the orchard. In addition, research by Moore et al (OAES 
Res. Bull. 718, 1951) showed sweetness of sap increases with~ree size, 
and should be higher as the trees approach maturity. The wide spacing 
will favor high sugar percent. Stevenson and Bartoo (1940) found in 
Pennsylvania that "open-grown" trees averaged more than 1% higher than 
"forest grown" trees, and "roadside" trees 1.5% higher. The "roadside'' 
trees had wider crowns than the "open-grown" trees. 
So, it seems reasonable to expect that our seed orchard will reach a 4% 
average, unless the rootstocks hold it back. If we removed 6 clones, 
it would average 4% now. If the grafts from roadside trees reach their 
ortet means, it will average 4%. If the orchard were composed entirely 
of grafts from our best family, which of course would be too limited a 
genetic base, it would right now average 4.8%, If the orchard does reach 
4%, seed from natural crossing should do at least as well, or better. 
I wish I had a good correlation for all families between stand-condition 
sugar percent and open-condition sugar percent, but if the one family for 
which I do have data is a good indication, we should easily reach 4% or 
better in a seedling seed orchard. 
These various factors indicate that even in Ohio, where sugar percent seems 
to average a little lower than in the Northeast, we can obtain an average 
sugar percentage of 4% and quite possibly higher, in open-grown plantations 
with good sugar bush management. The latter statement, quoted from the 
news release, is very important. 
I've tried to give you the basis of my statements, We have no hard and 
fast proof, but will we ever get such proof? Your large-sca,le experiments 
should give better information than the limited research I was able to do 
with one technician. But a reliable demonstration of genetic gain that 
can be generalized is tough enough in some species like loblolly pine. 
In sugar maple, as you know, it 1's many times harder. 
A few more observations: 
1. Doubling average sugar yield of 2% in Ohio sugar bushes Il)igh.t not 
be possible in Vermont where the average i .s perhaps 2,5%. But 
maybe you can do better. 
2, Another positive factor is the correlation between sugar content 
and sap yield. This presumably is due to the fact that both are 
correlated with tree size. Anyway, this should lead to ·more sap 
from the type of sugar bush we 1 re working toward, as well as sap 
of higher sugar content, leading to an even higher return in 
terms of amount of syrup per tree tapped, 
., 
Mr. William J. Gabriel 6 November 7, 1977 
3. Optimum returns will depend on very full crowns, meaning roadside 
or open-grown trees spaced at least 40 feet apart and perhaps 
wider, with crown contact never permitted at any stage of growth. 
There is probably a point at which it is better to have more trees 
per unit of area instead of wider spacing, to get maximum yield, 
not per acre but per unit of time required for collection. 
4. A sugar bush of improved selections should ideally either consist 
of rogued seedlings or rooted cuttings. Rooted cuttings only 
maintain the level of th~ selected ortets, which, however, could be 
well over 4%. Rogued seedlings could very well give a 5% bush, 
perhaps even better. 
5. Progeny tests at close spacing will never give many high readings. 
If a clone or family in a stand averages 3%, this is excellent. 
We need good correlations between forest-grown and open-grown 
(30 x 30 and over) tests, because we can't do all our progeny testing 
at such wide spacing. 
6. Regarding the fluctuation in year-to-year ranking, this could be 
expected. I think you'd need many times as many readings per year 
as you or I are taking to get a consistency in year-to-year ranking. 
After all, we are trying to measure the yearly output of sugar from 
a flow lasting several days, repeated several times, by only a few 
tests per year. Given the known variation, the sampling error is 
bound to be large. You might need 25 to 50 tests per year to show 
consistency. This doesn't mean heritability is low. It could still 
be quite high, in terms of total sugar yield per year. 
7. What it all boils down to is that we need large trees with very big 
crowns and lots of small branches. Fastigiate forms seem to be 
particularly good, in my experience~ It doesn't really matter whether 
the tree form is the result of environment or genetics as far as 
results are concerned, but it seems safe to say that there is evi~ 
dence that the best trees have a genetic component that is partly 
responsible for their form and size. In any case, there is no 
such thing as a narrow- or small-crowned high-yield sugar tree~ 
That's all I have. My apologies for the rambling. 
HBK;rs 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 4321 0 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Resident Instruction- Research- Extension 
Dr. Howard B. Kriebel 
Department of Forestry 
Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center 
Wooster, Ohio 44691 
Dear Howard : 
March 5, 1968 
DEPARTMENT OF DAIRY SCIENCE 
735 STADIUM DRIVE 
I am enclosing a copy of the report I referred to in our discussion 
over t he phone recently. You will note that with an irregular mating 
system and unequal frequencies , the exact expectations of the mean squares 
with respect to genie variance become messy algebraically. The application 
of these procedures to your particul ar problem may not be easy to work out . 
I expect that some approximation procedure that is based on the principles 
described in this paper will be satisfactory. 
For the estimation of heritability from the variance components obtained 
from simply a between and within family analysis of variance when some of 
the families are full- sibs, so.me are half- sibs, ao.me are inbred and others 
are outbred the basic problem is to estimate two constants; namely, the 
percentage of the genie variance (R) expected to be in the between family 
variance component(~) and the percentage of the genie variance (S) expected 
to be in the within family variance component (a2) . With estimates of R, 
Sand the variance components the estimate of hefitability is 
M g2 = 
~ a2 R f + e 
I f all f ami l ies were full- sib families with no relationship among families 
and no relationship of mates, R = 1/2 and S = 1/2. However , with the pro-
blem you described to me over the phone you will need to compute both Rand 
S from the numbers of different kinds of relatives , from the relationship 
among families and from the amount of inbreeding. 
. 
If I can be of further assistance to you on this problem, please let 
me know. 
Sincerely yo·urs , 
Walter R. Harvey ,r, 
Professor 
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Sugar Maple Controlled Pollination 
Progeny Test 
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OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Controlled Pollination 
Progeny Test 
Plantation AC-4 
Crosses: April, 1955 by PH, HK N 
Planted: Nov., 1959 
\ Spacing: c.7' X 10' Design: complete randomization Location: Apple Creek State Hospital, 
Apple Creek, Ohio 
Key (all parent trees were roadside 
733 trees at O.A.R.D.C., across 
769 from present Service Building) 
925 921 
4 925 921 
733 921 921 Progeny Female Male 
738 929 739 Accession Parent Parent 
769 927 Number Number Number 
8 733 921 925 
925 921 733 358 X 356 
736 927 738 735 356 X open 
733 921 769 736 358 X 358 
12 925 737 921 737 358 X 362 
733 733 921 738 358 X open 
736 930 921 739 358 X unpollinated 
927 927 926 769 359 X 356 
16 927 922 770 359 X 362 
921 927 925 921 359 X open 
927 921 927 922 360 X unpollinated 
738 927 733 923 360 X 356 
20 925 922 927 924 360 X open 
921 923 925 362 X open 
921 925 739 926 362 X unpollinated 
737 7.38 737 927 368 X open 
24 921 733 733 929 368 X 356 
738 737 930 360 X 360 
929 921 921 
769 733 924 
28 925 927 
930 923 
733 733 770 
737 921 
32 733 925 927 
925 769 738 
927 927 
733 921 738 
36 927 930 733 
927 921 921 
921 736 
733 921 
40 925 733 
921 769 925 
925 924 733 
733 929 921 
44 925 925 927 HBK & CRB 
769 770 4-5-65 
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OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WOOSTER, OHIO 
Sugar Maple Controlled Pollination 
Progeny Test 
Plantation AC-4 
1955 by PH, HK N 
1959 
c.7' X 10 1 \ complete randomization Apple Creek State Hospital, 
Apple Creek, Ohio 
Key (all parent trees were roadside 
733 trees at O.A.R.D.C., across 
769 .from present Service Building) 
921 
925 921 
921 921 Progeny Female Male 
929 739 Accession Parent Parent 
927 Number Number Number 
921 925 
921 733 358 X 356 
927 738 735 356 X open 
921 769 736 358 X 358 
737 921 737 358 X 362 
733 921 738 358 X open 
930 921 739 358 X unpollinated 
927 92~ 769 359 X 356 
927 922 770 359 X 362 
927 925 921 359 X open 
921 927 922 360 X unpollinated 
927 733 923 360 X 356 
922 927 924 360 X open 
923 925 362 X open 
925 739 926 362 X unpollinated 
7.38 737 927 368 X open 
733 733 929 368 X 356 
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Selection and Testing for Sugar Yield in Acer saccharum L. 
by 
H. B. Kriebel 
For the production of maple syrup, sap of the sugar maple 
(Acer saccharum L.) is concentrated by boiling to bring it to 
a standard weight of 11 pounds per gallon, or 1.32 kilograms 
per liter. The amount of sap required to produce a given vol-
ume of syrup depends on the initial sugar content of the sap 
as it comes from the trees. Figure 1 shows how many gallons 
of sap of various concentrations are required to produce one 
gallon of finished syrup. The pronounced effect on this ratio 
of an increase in sugar content can be readily noted. Only 
half as much sap of 5 per cent sugar content is required to 
produce a gallon of syrup as is required if the sap has a 2.5 
per cent sugar content, for example. Because of the consider-
able labor charge involved in sap collection and boiling, a 
significant cost reduction is obtained by producing syrup from 
sap of high sugar content. 
Extensive studies have been made of ·factors affecting the 
sugar content of maple sap. It is now known that the tree with 
the highest sugar content has a very full crown, characteristic 
of open-grown trees. Trees of this type frequently average 
over 3.5 per cent sugar content. !n contrast, forest-grown 
trees usually average 2 to 2.5 per cent sugar content (4, 5, 6). 
Environment therefore has an important influence on sugar con-
tent. For reasons still unknown, sugar content of an individual 
tree fluctuates by as much as 1.0 per cent from day to day and 
even from hour to hour. 
In spite of this fluctuation, an individual tree which is 
high ip sugar content in relation to its neighbors maintains 
this relative position from one year to the next ~ and a tree 
low in sugar content tends to remain low in relation to its 
neighbors (7). This is true both in forest stands ~ din the 
open, and has every indication of being an inherent character-
istic, because of the consistent variation funong morpbologi-
cally-similar individuals, either within a forest stand or 
within a group of roadside trees. 
.~. . 
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'rests of several hundred mature trees have been made 
repeatedly over a period of years in Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, New Ye>rk, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan. 
These records provide an excellent basis for a program of 
genetic selection and testing by both sexual and vegetative 
propagation. Such programs are currently under way in 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and Ohio. Ease of 
measurement makes sugar content a very suitable character-
istic for selection and progeny testing. Measurements are 
made either with a sap hydrometer or with a hand refractom-
eter having a scale which reads directly in per cent solids. 
In maple sap these solids are 96 per cent sugars (8), mean-
ing that the reading ca.n be considered a direct reading of 
sugar per cent for all practical purposes. Only ona drop of 
sap is required for a reading. This must be taken during 
a period of sap flow, which occurs when the air temperature 
rises to about 5 degrees Centigrade following a period of 
below-freezing weather. Sap is best taken when flowing 
directly from the tree, either from a tap-hole or from a 
small hole made with a pocket knif& or other sharp instru-
ment. 
Tests can be made on small saplings, as well as large 
trees. However, sap flow is difficult to obtain from trees 
less than 3 centimeters in diameter just above ground level. 
Occasional readings can be obtaineq from trees 1 to 2 centi-
meters in diameter at an age of 3 or 4 years. Trees grown 
from seed often attain testing size at an age of about 7 
years, and by the time trees are 10 years old nearly all can 
be tested. The relation between sugar content of young trees 
and that of old trees is not yet firmly established, although 
the progeny tests which we are now making in Ohio indicate 
that there is no relationship between age and sugar content. 
Sugar cqntent of small saplings appears to be just as high ae. 
that of old trees, provided that the young trees are grown 
in the open where there is freedom for crown development. We 
have obtained numerous readings of 2 to 4 per cent in 10-year old 
trees, and one reading of 6.6 per cent on such a tree, the high-
est on record for the state of Ohio. 
Clonal testing. 
Close cooperation between research centers in the north-
eastern part of the United States has resulted in the exchange 
of branch cuttings and open-pollinated ·seed, collected from 
about 30 of the best trees for which iong-term records are 
available. One obstacle to clonal testing has been the extreme 
difficulty of rooting cuttings taken from the selected mature 
trees. Conside;able research at the University of New Hampshire 
and more recently in Vermont has produced satisfactory techniques 
for obtaining initial rooting, but the probl~ of extremely high 
overwintering l.osses of rooted cuttings has not yet been solved 
(1, 2). Air layering ia al.so being tried in Massachusetts. 
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Because or this problem of obtaining rooted cuttings, a 
program of clonal. testing based on grafting was started in l955 
at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. The influence of 
rootstock sugar content on that of the scion was not known 
!. priori, Any sucn inf'iuence, if it existed, would not affect 
the suitability of such clonal stock for a seed orchard, pro-
viding the characteristic were actually inherited, although 
it would influence sugar yield of the grafted trees themselves. 
However, it was considered quite pOSijible that there would not 
be such an effect. If eno,igh ramets are tested of each clone 
on a reasonably .homogeneous group of rootstocks, statistical 
principles of randomization and replication ~an be used as they 
are in testing height and other environment-·sensitive variables. 
Unless scion influence is completely overshadowed by tne in-
fluence of the stock, the mean sugar percentage an,d the distri-
bution of measurements around the mean will be higher for a 
genetically "sweet" tree than :for ·a t~ee of low sugar content. 
Mq.ny of the grafts were made high enough on the stock to permit 
testing sap of both rootstock and established scion. As a 
:further test,· a series o:t double grafts were made, by grafting 
scions f':rom a high- and low test tree on the same rootstock. 
Tests at three points will be possible on these trees. 
The gra:f'ting program was conducted both in the greenhouse 
on potted rootstocks and in the nursery on lined-out stock. 
The program included intensive investigations of technique and 
factol,'s affecting survival and growth of grafted and budded 
trees; as a result the percentage of success was greatly in-
creased. Vigor of the scion was found to be, the .most critical 
factor in survival. 
In 1958, a seed orchard was initially laid out, using 
20 of the best clones. Table l 11.sts the ortets, with 
pertinent data concerning origin and sugar recorda, also 
female .and male parents used in progeny tests. In comparing 
yields of these individual trees, it is important to keep 1n 
mind the lower sugar yield of forest-grown trees than open-
grown ~eea. Thus, t1. tree in a dense stand averaging 2.5 
per cent .sugar (e.g. tree number 272 in Table 1) may be 
genetically superior to a roadside tree averaging 4.o per cent 
sugar (e.g. tree number 576). 
The seed orchard was planted on a 30• x 30' triangular 
spacing, using Langner's design (3) with some modifications 
necessitated by irregular plot shape. First~year mortality 
was quite high, especially of trees bud4ed the previous summer. 
Replacemepta have been made whenever possible by .p-a:f'ting 1n 
the orchard on established stocks, or by using well-eatabliahed 
grafted trees. Because of' intensive ma.n&8ement.; initiation ot 
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Table 1. Recor ds of sugar maple trees under clonal or progeny 
tests at t he Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Tree Source Type Mean Range No . No . 
No. of Sugar of Year s of 
Tr ee1 <fa Tests of Tests 
Tests 
272 Ohio F 2.5 4.1 - 1. 5 4 19 
273 Ohio F ·2. 2 2.8 - 1. 7 L:. 19 
354 Ohi o R 3,.1 4.1 .,. 2. 2 4 .18 
2 356 Ohio +-l( ~ R '3 ,'l?_ 3.3 4.9 - 2. 5 ~- 20 
I 358 Ohio -,..J q._ ~ R ? ."t, 3. 9, 6.1 - 2. 9 4 19 
3 359 Ohio R 3.0 4.3 - 2.1 4 1·· ::, 
360 Ohi o R 2.7 .;,_ 4.0 - 2.0 4 20 
361 Ohio 1;t 1. 1 ,~ 2. 5 - 1. 0 3 15 
362 Ohio R 2.6 3.8 - 2.0 4 20 
366 Ohio R 2. _7 4.3 - 2.1 4 20 
1- 3ffi Ohio R 2.8 ~. 9 - 2.1 4 18 
3 4 3 390 Vt. F 2.0 3.0 - 1. 4 10 128 
~'44 397 
\ 
3.6 - 1.6 138 Vt. F 2·. 5 10 
s 'l 7 489 Vt. 2 F 3.9 5.8 - 2.3 10 137 s 5" ( 003 N.H. 2 R 
6.6 
s 5 2. 005 N. H. R 8.o 
33S 545 Mass. , , r, R 4 .(,8 · 4. 7 6.o - 3.6 1 20 
3 Z."l- 572 Mass. R I 5.3 11. 4 - 3. 4 6 19 
32 5'" 573 Mass. R I 4.7 6.2 - 3. 6 6 19 
33? 575 Mass. I/ -:..; R 1.'i~ - 3. 9 5.6 - 2.8 1 18 
340 576 Mass . ' le/~ R '3-97 4.o· 6.0 - 2. 6 1 18 
3 "30 583 Mass. R 4. 9 ,t 7 .. 0 - 3.4 6 17 
~31 585 Mass. R 4. O "- 5.6 - 3.0 6 17 
33 :2.... 619 Mass. R 4.9 ~ 6.2 - 3.6 6 16 
3' s3 624 Mass. R 4.6 -'7'..,, 6. O - 3. 6 5 16 
?Vf 632 Mass. R 4.1 6.o 2.8 7 20 
3ss- 640 Mass. R 3 .. 8 5.2 - 2.8 7 20 
3i( 662 Mass. ""'I % R 4,-'fo 4.4 6.2 - 3. 0 8 20 
337 664 Mass. R 4' .. 4 6.0 - 2.8 6 18 
s.L/ 2- 669 Mass. - ·O; R 4,:J.S 4.3 5.2 - 2.0 7 15 
385 . 2 R 4.o 7 N.Y. 
386 N.Y.2 R 4.8 I+' 
1 R = roadside; F = forest. 
2 Reported approximate averages over several years; 
detailed records not obtained. 
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Progeny testing 
A second phase of the selection program is actual progeny 
testing. Open-pollinated seed collected from as many selected 
phenotypes as possible was used for the establishment of test 
plantations in Ohio. This type of testing is also being con-
ducted in Vermont. Sap testing will begin on a significant 
scale in about three years in Ohio on progenies of about 20 
Ohio and Massachusetts mother trees for which detailed perform-
ance records are on hand. 
In 1955, we made controlled pollinations on six roadside 
trees at Wooster, Ohio, using 21 different cross combinat.ions 
including selfing, open pollination and no pollination. The 
crossing included trees of high, intermediate, and low sugar 
content. Seed yields were good, and in 1959 a progeny test 
was established ·which will begin to yield information in 1961. 
Some of the parents are also included in both the open-pollin-
ated progeny tests and the clonal tests, so that some infor-
mation on heritability and combining ability should be forth-
coming. Figure 2 shows hagging operations on these trees. 
In addition to the individual tree selection, variability 
in sugar content is being studied in replicated provenance 
tests of Acer saccharum. The first of these tests was estab-
lished in 1954 and now has many trees five meters or more in 
height. Most of the trees in this plantation have already 
been tested several t b 1es during the past three years, al-
though sap flow is still ratter irregular and not as extensive 
as it is in mature trees. These trees have been permitted 
full crown development to date, and tests indicate that sugar 
content is just as high as i t is in mature trees. Data are 
not yet sufficient to define any regional pattern, if such 
pattern exists. Larger provenance tests, including more seed 
origins, were established tr.ree years later. These plots will 
provide a more sensitive test of geographic variation, from 
which it can be determined whether any correlation exists be-
tween winter hardiness and sugar content of the sap. Such a 
relationship is suggested by the lower average sugar percent-
ages and syrup yields obtained in Ohio than in northern 
New England and New York. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, several considerations make sugef content 
of Acer saccharum an excellent character for genetic ;• selection 
and testing. First, the intensive studies of tree variability 
in sugar content during the past decade or so throughout the 
commercial maple sugar producing region have provided the basic 
information for sel ect i on and testing. Second, sugar content 
of young t rees in experimental plots appears to be comparable 
·"· 
tn that of mature trees, thus making early parent-progeny 
correlations feasible. Third, the simplicity of measurement 
and the likelihood of obtaining sufficient sap tests for an 
accurate assessment of f111a1 performance b~r the tent~ or 
twelfth year are favorable to heritability estimation. 
Simultaneous clonal propagation and seed orchard establish-
ment partly overcome the obstacle ot a long reproductive 
cycle. Further study will be needed to develop economical 
methods of vegetative propagation for rapid commercial util-
ization of elite trees. 
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UillDERSlTl) OF IlEID HAIDPSHlRE 
OURHAm, nEUJ HAIDPSHIRE 
A~RlCUL TURAL EXPERlffiEilT STATton 
) 
Mr. Howard Kriebel 
Yale School of Forestry 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven 11, Conn. 
Dear Mr. Kriebel: 
May 8, 1953 
I have delayed answering your letter because I 
have been trying to trace the name and address of the 
company which manufacturers the nylon cloth that we 
use in pollination work. I have not beenable to lo-
cate this information but I believe tha t I am correct 
in saying that you should write to the X. Smith Corp., 
Box 272, Red ]ank, New Je rsey. This addre ss (minus 
the nnme) is on the back of the bag in which the cloth 
was sent to me . I am forwarding a sample of this cloth 
in a separate envelope . 
In order to make bags of this cloth we have folded 
in the edges a couple of times and stapled them together. 
This has made an eff ective barrier to insects in our 
f:ruit tree experiments . 
Very truly yours , 
~-<?~ 
L. P. Latimer 




I NITIAL GRCINTH MEASUREMEN'll OF SEEDI..INGS # 1956 
No. measure- Total Mean To t al Mean 
0--r--~ men t.s Htle-ht He.igbj:._ T "'"' _ ... .... T ----'-J.., 
ti X )1 n1 60l1 . 1 J, . 6 r:.01 . 9 1 . 9 -
f 8 10 h3 .3 4.3 1~0 . 7 4.1 
6 X l Q 28 121.9 I I . JI 116..-7 ), . 2 
6 - self 10 42 .6 4. 3 38 .3 3. 8 
h - ,m 18 7) 1 . 1 ) I . ] r:,7 . 1 1. 2 
6 - open 35 152 .1 4.3 132 . 6 3. 8 
.l f Ce 6 
'T'T'At:> h 1 1 J,q n ) ' . ), 221. J ), .1 
7 X 4 22 128.7 5.8 99 .2 4.5 
•. . 
b 7 v l () ..,. 7 I ,? 1 f.. n 1 P. ), c; . r:, 
7 - self 2 4.6 2.3 2.2 1.1 2 
7 - ()n<>n t if.1, 119 . 1 f:. 1 281, . 6 ) I • Lo · -,~~~·-.,,. :..,.,, - "· ,.;,, , _..,._ 
8 X 4 12 37 .6 3,1 34 .9 2.9 -- 'U 
P.· - C::A 1 f' n l,n c; '.l . 1 1 "1 • R 2.9 I 7 
8 - un 4 11. 7 2,9 9.9 2. 5 I 
R - r,n,:,n · 11 1c: ? 1_~ -:i 11t.6 1 . 1 JD 
Tree 8 7 I 21. l 3.0 18.6 2.6 ii, 
,n_ e nl f' 1 n !. I, 7 I , C:: I 1 f.. ? 1 f.., !C 
10 - un 32 132 !5 4.1 I 110.0 3. 4 2g I 
~ I 
! '{'t £.. ?..r' -:in, ? I {... ') ?..?.. '.l I I, 1 ,.....- ...... ,Y\ I 
1 () - s bag 10 35 . 2 3. 5 36 .0 3.6 / 0 
1 {... v I l? f..)' ). ~ ), C::? 7 I I I, I ) 0 
16 X 8 3 12 . 9 4.3 12 .1 4 .0 '3 
lh V 11, f.. 17 t:; f.. ? 11 . 1 c; . ? ~ i 




Total 577 2635 .L 4.6 2269 .3 3. 9 
! 1'. 
Cr oss 231. 1092 . 7 4. 7 993 .9 4.3 I 
::;e.u )) I lj.::'. . 4 j . 0 J.l.4 o '.; ) • ) l 
I 
0':len 229 lOR6 . 17. I 4. 7 941. 2 4.1 - ' Un '.:>4 t: .LO . j 4 . L' .iff . c j , j 
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1 \\f, \TISKIN~ .. : .?RPORATJOJV 
r-~~~~~~~~~-~®~~~~--~~~~-
CABLE8: SYNTH-CHICAGO CODES: BENTLEY-ACME 
6733 WEST SIXTY-FIFTH STREET. CHICAGO 38. ILLINOIS 
TELEPHONES: RELIANCE !5-1234 LONG DISTANCE SUMMIT 1300 
April 14, 1953 
Yale School of Forestry 
205 Prospect Street 
New Haven 11, Conneeticut 
Attention: Mr. H.B. Kriebel 
Gentlemen: 
In accordance with your request we are enclosing our current 
price list on Visking cellulose seamless tubing. 
Since you are particularly interested in 1-5/8 and 2-1/4 
inch diameters, we are enclosing samples of our 1-5/8 and 
2-1/4 Standard Stretch cellulose tubings. · 
Shipment can usually be made within ten days after receipt 
of your written order. 
We appreciate your interest in our products and look forward 
to serving you. 
Yours very truly, 
THE VISKING CORPORATION 
(R~f1/~ 
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I NSTRUCTIONS FOR MAPLE SEEDLING LISTS 
Facing the front of the labels i n flats, r ead f rom left to right. Begin a t 
end nearest; always return t o the l eft fl beginning #I each row. 
No . on r ecord of olanted seeds indicates number of consecutivel y planted 
seedsof same cross, bagging , and col l ect ion dates and from same tree. 
Ex. Row 1 No. 
6 X 4 





... - 9/9 
9/9 
Tree 6 -3.hwe 
3 
4 
This means, the first three s eeds in Row 1 are of the cross 6 x 4 C; the 
last four, cross 6 x 4 - s . 
"Tree 6 abo ve" s hows that everything 
"Tree 6. 11 
olasted ahmve was taken from the b ox 
The flat number listed on t he record is the one found on side of flat . I .. 
- I .,.... 
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Flat number 83 
Row 1 
..--....;, 16 x 4 - c 
Open Poll. 





16 X 4 - C 
16 x 8 - C 
16 x 4 - C 






~ 10 X 10 - S 
Open Poll. 
Row 5. 
• I ."• ' 
• • I -I I·.-_, "• 
I B 







10 - Un - S iJ 
Row 7 
10 - Un - S 
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Flat number 83 (Cont.) 
,_ 
Row 10 
~ Open Poll. 
-. 







Row 1 . 
~ Un - 10 - C 
Row 2 
·, 
t- • ., Un - 10 - C 




1 J / 1 ' i X 4 - p 
-, • • °"lk.. 10 - Un - S ..Ji2-'.P 1 
_.,.~_:.··T 10-Un-S 
.;-• • · 10 - Un - S ~if? 
.,.-
I Row 3 .J 
10 - Un 




- - Row 4 
.' ... ~· -
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10 - Un - S 
Row 7 
.10 - Un - S 
10 X 10 S 
10 xG - -P 
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Flat 78 cont. 
Row 8 fcont.~ 
~ 7 X 10 - P 













1 11 - - I 
I .__ .. -~- .-
1 - I 




f X 4 - P 
I -
I I 




, - 7x4-P 
11]1 
7 x 10 - IC 








7 x 4 - C 
· Open Poll. 
self 







... ~_ ... . . 
6 x 6 - self ·· 
6 - Un - C i .. 






6 X 4 - C 
Row 4 
'+ 6 X 4 C 
Un - P 
'6 x 6 self 
6 x 4 - C 
Row 5 
6 x 4 - C 
6 X 4 - S 
Row 6 










































.,, .1.. .... 
7 above 
I .,. 








I - -:t. 
I ;2 .., 
' .J_ 
j'j 
"" , } : 
'\ ) i 
I t;>; t 
~1 .3 
I I 
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·- l I 
l - , r 
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Flat 49 (Cont.) 
Row 6 (cont.) 
6 Un - C ~~ 
-..\ 6 x h c 
6 x 4 - c 
Row 7 
6 X 4 p 
, ' --· 
' \ 




I- '. f 
6 X 4 - p 
6 x 4 C • • 
•1 
I 
Row 9 I J -




I I 1 L I 
r· - .i, .. _ 












































• • • 
11 'fl 








'- I t 
I ,... ,-,-, 




_ -- 11 
· ·- l .... 
6 X 4 - P 
" 6 X 4 - C 
Row 3 ~· 
6 X 4 C 















11 I '( 
I ,t ,; 
•.:;. .,_ 




















I I I ( 
I I , -I"' 
I 
·' r' ~--------~;./- -----~ 
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-l, r 7 
I .j._ " 'j _ 
1,. - I 
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- • ..::! 
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I '•I •' ... -
----L .. 
.-...·.,- I . . .. 
1111"" --~- - .. 
I.' 1 J 
t-• r!! 
I ~ I,• 
·'r .r " 
... -•J ... ".. ., •• • 
I ·--· 'I I 1 I • 
Ii-.:.- . . • ,
pl I 
• I I 
t..; -
r IT'• .... _ 
-· · ~· ·.' 
~ ... - J. 
~ 
Flat 64 (cont.) 
Row 5 (cont.) 
6 X 10 p 




.,i 'I .. 






6 X 10 S $}j: 
6 X 8 - p 




- l ! -
,'' •' ;: ( 
1_1 
- I 
' 1 -- •' 
,1 ·, 
II: -;i ... 
. • 












-! .. . 5/3 
Row 9 
Open Poll. 
6 X 4 - C 




6 X 4 - P 
1 6 X 10 - C 
6 X 4 - p 
Row 2 
6 X 4 - P 
I 
I I 




I ' I 
L 
• -. i 
I I "' ... 
I 
I 
·. ) 5/3 
4/12 
l I 1' I 
-. 
-· .. ~ 
/ 1_ •' I' I 
••• ,.., f 









I -- .J 





- I -I. -, 







6 x 4 - C 
"\]self Poll 






. - Row 3 
, 6 X 4 s 4/12 
6 X 8 C 4/14 
I .L ..._ 
I :, 
'i I 
I I_ - -





I I -, 







I !' I 
' ., 
--. , 
J 1 /.! 
< .. 11 
_1 
















.J I' - I l 
I I~ I - -) L I_ - 1 - , ~( •, 
I 1··~ , _1 - I 














- - ., l 
I ·t to · 
"=- 7 





1' ':L- · 




















__-.,r - -I ~ .__J-_. r •r.~,. ... 
1 ~ ~ /I.I / 
I .!J,.. '(_ 
.. ~- "'! 1 
6 
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_l.. l • - -... 
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.:::i. 
.. .. I 
I ' 1 
::i. 
Q • 
_!_ (, 1 
l 
3 J /.J ___ _ ~ _ 






.. •., , .... 
., I • I 
r; •, ~- •L 
• • .,• ,_.,, 
I I r ,• M 
•, r !L-
- L I I. 
M 
.. . 
--:. ,,. .· .. 
'• .. '· l •• 
ILL .. , 









"'I f I 
6 
Flat Mf48 (Cont.) 
Bagged Collected No. 
e -Row 1§4 J 
'1. -
~ 6 X 10 - p 4/12 9J12 
I ).. 
:i 
6 x 8 - C ../4/1 i . 
.;i J. .rig 
'• :,... \- ~ \. 
Row 5 "I - 1 '). ~ ':>~ 
,. I, 
../~ .... " 
6 X 4 - p 4/12 i) ~ 9/12 :i. -q 7 ... 
.1;,. "'- Y., 
Row 6 ;;i. ~ 
;! ;;, 
.;i 1 Y4 
4/12 
,p :~ 
9/12 6 X 4 - p ,:;, J.- L l 
Treef 6 J /, 3 
6 X 4 - C ~ 4/ o 9/ I 
• 
' 17,' I ~<,t I !I~ Row 7 I !- I 7"1-. ,. 




l I I'?,. I :Z 
6 x 10 - C 4/12 I (. 9/12 3 
6 x 8 - C 4/14 9/12 1 
6 X 8 - p 4/14 9/12 l 
e Open Poll. f.J_ _ 2112 l ' L • I -
I J.:j ,;fro 
Row 8 
I '4 I_,..-
Open Poll. 5/3 ~ 9/12 l ~ 
J·{ X 10 - P 4/12 9/12 1 
Un - P 4/12 9/12 jl 
6 x 4 - C _ 412 _2 12 
I ~ '!), u; 
- - \ ..,. Row 9 I t I }11. 
I' I 7/~ t I . 
6 x 4 - c 4/12 9/12 3 
planted 1/30/56 Tree 6 above 
8 X 4 - C 4/19 9/9 4 
;-v,," I 
Row 10 I 1q-
I "/1
6 
pen Poll 4/12 9/8 6 
.8 X 8 - P 4/12 9/9 1 ._ 
___ Tr.ee_JLahQv_e_ 
.\ 
3 ~. ~ ?:., 
'-I "' .;l. l-- ~ .,.__ 
Flat 24 1/J0/56 '3,... .;. y . ., ~ ~ I 4 
Row 1 ~ Y, (, 
A '{ { 
. ., J, ,;;. ?' IL 
G t 
I!), 
Open Poll 5/3 
., 
9/7 2 ..,. I lo 
I l 
7 x 4 - c 4/12 - _. , • 9/7 2 Open Poll '"I- 5/3 , ~ 9/7 3 
I -~-
7 
Flat 24 (Cont.) 
Bagged Collected 
t fi. 
No. - -I '),, - Row 2 I b ) ~ . :; 4. I lJ.. Open Poll. 5/3 1~ 9/7 I 6 7 I. Tr ee 7 above I :f ._. ' ' 
Row 3 I v :>-( r,_ 
4/19 9/8 
J .l., 
8 X 4 - p it-' 2 
Tre1J 8 I 'f'( 








Self Poll. 5/3 9/ I 4 
Tree 8 9/7 2 
8 X 4 - p 4 19 -9.LB 
I f ,\ 
Row 5 .. -
I I ;1, 
8 X QC 4/19 9/8 3 
Ooen Poll 5/3 8/9 3 
e Self Poll 9/.2 1 Row 6 I -1( I t,. -I 
8. - Un - P 4/19 9/4 
u. 
.-- 1 
Self Poll 5/3 9/9 4 





~ 14 ~ 
·Tree 8 9/8 1 





Row 8 -J 
• 1 Y,, I Yr, 







4/19 9/8 1 
4/12 9/8 5 
!if_8 1 
e I ;).-' I { I._ -Row 10 I t ,I-:!;:_ 
B x 4 - c 
I _::., { 
4/19 I Y; 9/ ,; 
1--q 3 8 X 8 - p 4/12 I 'y, Tree 8 above 9/9 le, 4 
8 
Flat 5 2/1/56 r) 7;, /~ ;).. 
Row l Bagged 
.l y 
Collected :2.. No . ;i.. 
Open Poll . 5/3 ~) 9/7 I !.£ l 
5/3 !). 1c. 9/9 
/ .. 
4 e ~open Poll. I 1J.-5/3 ~ ~ 9/7 I' 2 Open Poll. ... I I~ ~ ?, ·--
4 }.. :i ~ 





~ .1.. ~~ 
4/12 
;) 
9/7 ~ 7 X 4 - p .., t. J. l.- l 
4/12 " :.r, 9/7 
L 1 7 X 4 - p j. !I 
Open Poll. 5}3 j :;. 9/8 ~~ 5 
~ !:" '? 
Row 3 'J. ~y ;i ,, I '-,:;:- ~ 1., /6 
Open Poll. 5/3 9/7 r '7 5 ' 7 X 10 - p 4/12 ., .., 9/7 ; 1- 2 (. 
l- t ~ !-, 
Row 4 .,? _:: ,'Y-, ~ 
I Ti. I .,1. 
I h 
1 7 X 4 - p 4/12 .., t:: 9/8 ) :.~, 2 
Tree above 
Open Poll . 5/4 9 9 
1' !) ~- 1-- I °' I;, "+-....----, ,2 
-........__ Open Poll . 5/4 I ,7. 9/9 ., 7 
I "' 'f ~e "' ''· ,.-";.:I:_."' ' ,., '"l Row 6 r == ,-. 
Open Poll. 5/4 
,,,;;, 
9/9 7 ' 11., I -, ' I~ !'I; .. 
I J.J.. ,~ 
(~ .. ;) I, .... , 
__J_ Row 7 I'.~ ~ 
I •.J.-
-_Open Pollj 5/4 I 9/9 '" 4 J t-- l Al 




::..... 'I, _ , .. I 
Row 8 planted 2/2 I 'Y,,;. 
,.? t ,~ 
Open Poll. 5/4 .::, Ir 9/9 ;;-~ 6 
~Open Pol l. 5/4 ~ ,_ 1' 9/8 I., ~ 1 '. <.L. I j- J~-
-f 
I ~i- - I I I; .., 
Row 9 I - {.. . I ;-~ 
;l I , ~ 
( "r'/ 
~ Open Poll. 5/4 ,, 9/18 I I ' • 2 
4/l5 I 9/8 
..,_ 16 x 4 :.. c 
~ '.)_. I 7.-..- 1 '-...) 16 x 8 - C 4/ 15 '-4 9/8 l 
~ 16 x 4 - c 4/15 -- 9/8 1 
Open :Poll. . 5/4 9/~ 2 
e ,-;_ Row 10 ' ' ~ ::) ~ I I__ 'l IG 
Open Poll. 5/4 9/8 1 1 I 
16 X 4 - p 4/15 9/8 3 Open Poll. 5/4 9/8 2 16 X 4 - C 4/15 Tree 16 above 9/18 1 
I '• r -
f- I I I .• 
.,- -, I. I -~ 
- 1 • I='• 
Flat 9 2/2/56 .i. - 11 ,I 
- -· · ... -, ~ ~ 
Row 1 ; • 1 ~ l,,& f } 
~.;;;,.,16 x 4 - C 
16 x 4 - c 
----'-u.pen Poll. 




Open Po l l . 
10 X 10 - S 






X 10 - S 
X 4· - P 
X 10 - S 





J ~ I f•-1 • 
--• N 
Bagged 
•h . • , 
..... 1 5 r 
Row 10 
I . . ~ -I-• .. I 1 J.•\rl 
.. - _ .. r-. r.l/'. ....._..1 ., 
-' I -• , .. - ._ -" .., .. 
1- I -Ooen Poll. - .. , • • 























.-. I ~,: 
l.. • _. • I 
Flat 9 
Row !lh 









Flat 41 2/2/56 
..A Row 1 
-.~ r 
10 - Un - IS O :l 
,I 
~ 10 - Un - P 3 10 __,_ 
Row 2 
-~ 10 - Un - P 8 ~ 
• 0 - Un - S J'.? 
Row 3 
pen Poll. 
x 4 Q. c 
Tree 8 










~ Tree 8 11 
"'· x4-P 0 .? 
· X 4 - C 
Rww 7 



















Tree 10 above 
= 


























































9 / 8 _ ,, #.2 
Jl,IH,rBB/9 14 









Flat 41 (Cont.) 
Rwo 9 
I 
- "-' self 






6 X 10 - p 
Flat 69 2/3/56 
Row 1 - ~ 
Tree 6 
6 x 10 - C 
Row 2 -
6 X 10 - p 
'-..i6 x 4 - C 
Row 3 
6 X 10 
6 - self-Roll. 
'Ooen Poll. 
6· x 4 - P 
Row 4 




6 x 8 - C 
6 x 4 - C 
'OPen Poll. 
6" x 8 - c 
Row 6 
6 X 8 - C 
6 X 4 - p 
I f', 
Row 7 L 










;i 1 ,,,, 
5/3 I~ 




































































Flat 69 (Cont.) 
Row 7 (cont.) 
Bagged Collected NoJ 
- ISf I 1 
' II ' ... . 
I 
, ~. I 
• - I 
1' 
• • - ••• 'I 
, I "°'r' - ... -; . ·~( 
I .&,I 
, I I ._ 
Ii- .- : 
6 x4 - C 
6 X 8 - P 
Row 8 
6 X 4 - C 
Row 10 
S Bag 
6 x 8 - C 
6 X 4 - p 
Flat 94 
Row 1 
6 X 10 
6 x 10 - C 
6 X 10 - p 
Row 2 
I I 
;1.6 X 10 - P 
'16 X 4 - S 












- • • ··- I - 4/12 
·- I I I J I "i' 11'1 
I .! II • {V 
"'• I I - I i..,r 
I• • • • 
I -
•1 I .. • t.• 
•• 











6/56 Soil unsterilized 
, ,. -
I'" 


















.• ll -- • 
I I f/11 -
- .., I -
















- - I• 
-- '.l' ' 
L.. I ~ 
I• ~I-· 




9/9 ,In i' l 
9/12 - I 11 2 






11 I - . -
2 
2 
9/12 - 1 3 I ;,-- ~ I 
9/9 .. • =-. 1 
I .. • 
.... 
9/12 3 "--__:__:__.::::.: ___ -'-"~~ 




6 X 4 - P 
6 x 8 - C 
Row 4 
Open Poll .i 
6 X 10 - P 
Row 5 
oen Poll. 
6. x 10 - C 
6 X 8 - P 
' 6xll-P 
~ 6 X 10 - p 
Row 6 ·• 
6 X 10 - P 
6 x 6 - se:J,fed 





4/12 I •• 























::. - .. 
'I 


























• I I • • ·~ I • 





au-f"' • I j 
·l'r~ .... 
Flat 69 
Row 9 Barged Collected No . 
6 x 4 - c 4/12 9/9 1 
6 X 4 - S l.i/10 9/9 1 
6 X 4 -C 4/10 9/9 4 
Un -C 4/12 9/9 1 
13 
Flat 94 (Cont.) 
Bagged collected No. 






~ Tree 6 :; 7 I i>, 2 -- . I "' 
6 x 8 - C 4/14 
"' <:f 
9/12 
T. I 3 6 X 4 - p [12 9/12 2 
- -
Row 9 fO 'J,i-48'-I ..,, 
\ 6x4-P 
.; . 7 
4/12 9/12 7 
Row 10 -v=r ,. 0 -~, I 4/,:; 
Self Poll. 4/14 ) . 11 9/12 ; er 3 
Open Poll. 5/3 5, 11 9/12 ~.] 4 
I( I '1, .,_ ":>...<- -'.'.:.__ 
Flat 97 2/ 6/56 Soil unsterilized 
lf ~ CJ.. c; J. 3 
<t. . 3 7 e Row 1 -. .cJ ql 
,Self Poll. I 4/14 J. °1 9/12 "'J,,~ 4 /. q, I ,i 
6 x 6 - self 
I J 4/14 9/12 a 
, I J 
Row 2 
·6 x 6 - self 4/14 9/12 5 
6 X 10 - p 4/12 9/9 ·. - 2 
' - t ----</ 
Row 3 I. l I. 1 
--6 X 10 - P 4/12 9/9 - 3 
6 X 4 - C L12 
<.(, 6 
9/12 ·~l 4 
-
Row 4 I -=-- \ .' I --A 
6 x 4 - c I 4/12 -r f 9/12 ... 
Row 5 / 
6 X 4 - C 4/ 12 ;:; 9/12 6 - 6 X 4 - P 4/12 9/9 1 
I' 
Row 6 - .) • r-~. 'r - 11 6 X 4 - p 4/12 
<1.1 9/9 • 4 , I 7 
Flat 97 (cont.) 
Row 7 
6 X 4 - p 
6 - Un - C 
Rlbw 8 
, 6 - Un - C 








l.J ?. ( 
f, --::_Flat 
j Rows !=Ii 
6 X 4 - C 
Row 5 
"""- " 6x4-c 
"-, Open Po 11. 
Row 6 
Open Poll. 
6 X 4 - C 
6 X 4 - C 
Row 7 
"1 6x4-c 
6 X 10 - 5 
Row 8 




6 X 10 - S 
6 X 10 - i,> 
























_ 4/12 ____ ?.._~ ___ _ 9/12 7 
'{ 0 -
-.,------,:::4/12 '1 B '---_-_--------
~ 
9/12 7 
... i!.:,!J. ([,_ . .:l }' 
3: j • -~, J 
1- 4/12 5/3 
5/3 
4/10 



































- · ., 'f -
0 4 " 
. "I ~ 
4 o ~-:,;:: 
7 l 3 ·= - -
3 
4 
ti..~ :t,' " ., ~,.,:; 
.../;_({ /<·rt 











. 3 ., {,. 









f I 16 
I 
Flat 85 (Cont.) 
Bagged Collected No. -
- · Row 10 q ~ ... ti, 7 ~ ( Open Poll. : I 5/3 9/12 7 --n-- -
11 
L/, 0 ~. ')... 




4, </ J..7 
.), tf. .J ..., 
Un - S 5 <) 4/12 9/12 5 
6 XU - c 4/14 9/12 2 
1! 
Row 2 l./, ( .2.o 
\, 6 XU 
- .--
- C u 2L12 - 7 
.,"' I =>. I 
f, r q, ;,.,_ 
Row 3 
<.l "3, 0 
~. I 
"'- Open Poll. 
"-I ~'· '6 
5/4 • tt 9/8 ~-. I g 
16 X 4 - P Lis 
Tree 6 above 
q ,__ 







1.; 7 , '.z 
e 16 X U - p -1, (,. 9/12 I '1 1 . pen Poll. -~~ 9/8 6 . 5' ~ '-I -'·f l}Jr~ r:( 
~ b ~.o 
'"? 
7 I l_.,Ti ' (. - I LI '? 
,(~ I Rows 5 - ? .r, " '? <t 4 , £! '+. 
.. {1 ·"'·" "· .,__ 
< ? > I. '9 
I -~ 5L_ 
c:,. 0 
9f 8 
.. ? '? I I ... _ 
9pen Poll. 7 "·<J ...,..,_ 
Lt ~- 3, oZ.: 
Row 8 
~ 
0PEl1 Poll. 5/14 9/8 ~ 1 6 x 8 - C 4/15 9/8 1 
' Tree 16 above 10 - Un - S D9 4/12 9/9 l Open Poll. 9/_9 1 
l -
Row 9 '3, <.I I (, { -
~ l 
, (;;J 'S, 7 
- Open Poll. Ii\ 5/4 9/9 3 
i 
10 - Un - p t(-' 4/12 9/9 1 
· ~ .. .;fl 4L12 9/9 3 10 - Un - S e.2 ,;p-
I ~,.' "?, c) 
J 
I Row 10 .e 0 - Un - Sf¥!, 4/12 9/9 4 
..Ooen Poll. 5/4 9/9 3 
, 
I I= - .. ... 
-
/ .l 
17 ·- I I .. 
~ I r--
Flat 92 2/15/56 J-
Bagged - Collected No. --- -• Row.~ l ) -j, q, L,t/ "'-- .2/_9 1 -~ Open Poll. _11 __ 7 
--+ -Row 2 -
~ .Tree 10 - S 
::2' q, !:.J bag 9/9 5 




10 X 10 - S I 4/12 9/12 5 
............ 10 - Un - S 2~ ~· 4/12 9/9 2 -~. '> ' "I 
Row 4 __! - -~ -10 - Un - S 6 ~ 4/12 4,0 9/9 ''1 2 
Un - 10 - C I 4/12 9/9 5 . 
I I' 'l..-
I -:1. ,:,.. 
Row 5 
J -
~ Un - 10 - C ---I 4/12 9/9 4 -- Tree 10 above O!_'.>en Poll. '-, t 5/3 9/9 3 r 
I 
4.7 .:,.o 
,t/ •. 3, 'j 
Row 6 • ./. "1 I , 'J 
I --. 
. Open Poll. 5/3 9/9 .:...... 2 -7 X 10 - P I 4/12 9/9 --- 1 Open Poll. 5/3 9/7 2 
Open Poll. ~ 1 5/3 9/8 2 
(/' ':,- ~. ,-
I ? . <./' I,~ I . 3-. , . ., 
Row 7 I ;, 'l.., . ' 
J 
, -A. 3-l......_ 
5/3 9/8 ---Open Poll. l 5 Open Poll. -: _ 613_ 9/7 2 
I 
I 
Row 8 1 ·- · -I t../,0 1,i 
Open Poll. 5/3 <-1 ?', • 9/7 4 , I 3 -7 X 4 - C 
l. 
4/12 3-'i 9/9 ~ G 1 
7 X 4 - p 4/12 - 9/7 2 7 x 4 Q c I 4/12 9/7 - 1 
'f ~ - - -- -e Row9 -
..I 
I •. ~ 7 x 4 - C L/12 
:, , ;_ 
9/7 -~ • .3 1 7 x 10 - C II 4/12 '3. ' 9/7 1 .. 1• I Open Poll. , iii .... 5/3 9/7 I , "( 2 • 7 X 4 - P - I L/12 9/8 3 - I . • I .. I I ~· I ... .. 
• 
18 
Flat 92 (cont.) Collected No. Bagged 
- '3 < , ''L, Row 10 t:.J '-I ~'. '--1 I' ' ~ 7 X 4 - C 4/12 3 9/7 I 'f 1 9/ 9 $ 
·Open Poll 4/12. 
Flat Bl 2/16/56 -
Row l -
Open Poll. 5/3 I,~ 9/8 
I, I 5 
Self Poll. 1 5/3 9/8 2 
I 3 , I , < ,. I 
Row 2 1 .:2--:-;,. 
I. I 
:,:-. '-I I. 7 
Self Poll. 5/3 
.- 9/8 4 
~ 8x4-c 2~ 
Tree (7 above 
4/19 9/8 3 
} ' Y" 
/ . 'I ~. '7 
Row 3 ,. r -
8 X 8 - P 4/19 9/8 
1 
Self 5/3 9/9 
2 
- ~ pen Poll. 5/3 9/9 3 Tree 8 fjifJ 9/8 1 -2,'f , ' I 
Row 4 1, '=t 
~. 0 
-




,4 ',,, 2 
pen Poll. - 5/3 9/9 l 
Self Poll. .,, t1 9/8 I-
8 - Un - S d 5f 4/19 J :) 9/9 1 
~ ·- vn - s ff 4/19 9/9 2 
. 
Row 5 - --
~ 8 - Un - P 
1
~ -4'. 4/19 9/9 4 
8 X 8 - p I 4/12 9/9 3 
t 
Row 6 
Open Poll • . 5/3 9/8 3 
lhlank 1 
Open Poll. 5/3 9/8 3 -~. c./ 
·e Row 7 . ~ -c-
Open Poll. I . 5/3 I ,• ·- 9/8 1 
Self Poll. 5/3 9/9 3 
Tree 8 I 
I_. 9/8 3 
I . 
..I -
, ... . -
19 
Flat92 (Cont.) 
Bagged Collected No. 
I 




Row 9 I --
~ Open Poll. f [ ·. 5/3 - 9/8 J5 
8 x h - P D~ 4/19 9/8 2 
- · -.,,,_ --...._ • Row 10 
/ , " :2 J C. 
~ 8 x 4 - C 4/19 9/9 6 
blank 1 
··e 
; ~J) ~ z_ ~ ~./ I I 
~ 


























I • -I 
'l 
I LJ-17/SC. ~·"'-. ~ 
,G- 7-
'X 
I (,, ~ ¥ 
4 , y_ H ,,u-1, 
I I ~ qi J./.• It, X 4. 
' 
4 I ~ ' l l l u_.,, _.,. e, . ,t' (._ - I G. 
I 
/ 
< l,. l {,. I Q_, p -1 te. 
I C. I S1 i ¥"• - t_ (,; 
: 7 -I l. '{ l,: I T, - I /.:MC I I I 4, ~ ~ <.J 
) I.: -- 4, 
I 
L c., ,, 'I 
I 





~ ~ ;g 
J 'ct ~·~ 
~ . ~. 
_L ·t~<.t l 
. ,4,4 - L/ , . I I, 
I I '.4.-, ? -It 
,• I I I• 7. () l. ~ . / I '! A -C" )- I '4. I I'\, I ~l ~ :~ :E I " l/. I:, t,' )' ,. L, 5 ~ I ~,, t./ ~ 
. t II .~ l j I ~. ·'i J I:, '1.l'-1 
... . -_I. I I - (,_, / {'2. >< L4 
2 
. I 
.~-:-9 I (. s I / . -· -· t,./ ,.. • 
I 
,., .... t. 4 "'/7 l a XIO -' I 
\ I. t..[ • 'i , J ,l ,1 I (J.. 
l J I '-1. , 4 , r) F () 
·2 I (J, 4 l r2. ~I(.;) ' 
I I 
1 .. ,;-, 1 r, ' I • 
. I . I l 11· . (.J. (,J <./l ';. - I "l.,., r J I r:J '• 'l - - ,, . .1 
• = t - , ,.., I' .... S' ?;.7 . • I I 
I . ~ I <..J 
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